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Methane Number as a Parameter for Gas Quality Specifications

1. Introduction

In Europe, on EU but also on national level, there are currently a number of processes ongoing looking into gas quality specifications. At an EU level, CEN has received a mandate (M400) to draw up standards for gas quality parameters for H-gas. This process will have implications for all gas users, whether domestic, industrial or in the power industry. In this context it is very important to include parameters which will enable all gas users to optimise their gas appliances. For gas engines, the combustion behaviour of natural gases is of particular importance. A key parameter in this context is the methane number. It describes the knock behaviour of fuel gases for reciprocating internal combustion gas engines. Manufacturers can only optimise engines if they know which minimum methane number the engine will have to handle.

High methane numbers mean high knock resistance; high knock resistance, in turn, means high efficiencies and thus lower CO₂ emissions. If methane numbers are too low, knock may cause engine damage or lead to losses in efficiency and performance if engine operation has to be adjusted to avoid knocking combustion. A low methane number might also have detrimental (rising) impact on the emissions of the engine.
2. Methane Number (MN) calculation methods

At this point in time no standardised method for determining the methane number exists:

- One of the most frequently used method for determining the methane number was developed by AVL in the 1970s. Most members of EUROMOT currently calculate the methane number using the AVL method with some corrections that can be easily implemented. For all existing pipeline quality natural gases the AVL method for determining the methane number works reliably and sufficiently accurate if nitrogen is excluded from the gas composition. The AVL calculation tool is proprietary, however it can be licensed from AVL for a small fee.

- EUROMOT members also use and support EON-GasCalculation which produces end results similar to those of the AVL programme. EON-GasCalculation has the additional advantage that corrections for Nitrogen can be easily made. When using EON-GasCalculation the option without Nitrogen should be used.

- In addition, there is one member company of EUROMOT, MWM, which would provide their own MN calculation tool free of charge provided the company name is mentioned as source reference.

It should be noted that today’s methods for calculating the methane number were developed for the natural gas qualities we currently see in pipelines. If in the future new types of gas, which comprise C5 and higher, are included in pipeline gas, corrections need to be made when calculating the Methane Number. This includes a number of rich LNG qualities currently on the market.

The AVL and the EON-Gas calculation method have not been developed for syngases.

3. EUROMOT Recommendation

Work on a standard method has been started with the aim to specify one unique standard method on international level (CEN, ISO) which is highly appreciated by the industry associated in EUROMOT.

For the time being our members recommend using one in paragraph 2 mentioned method including the correction for leaving nitrogen out of the gas composition for the purpose of determining the knock resistance of fuel gases since that works satisfactorily for the gas engine manufacturers. In case hydrocarbons higher than butane are present, additional corrections have to be made to compensate for the high knock sensitivity of these components. EUROMOT could also imagine, as a future project, to further develop a universal
MN calculation method including larger volume fractions of hydrogen as well as syngases for the whole industry.
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